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Abstract—This study investigates a parameterization of all
output-rectifying retrofit controllers for distributed design of
a structured controller. It has been discovered that all retrofit
controllers can be characterized as a constrained Youla param-
eterization, which is difficult to solve analytically. For synthesis,
a tractable and insightful class of retrofit controllers, referred to
as output-rectifying retrofit controllers, has been introduced. An
unconstrained parameterization of all output-rectifying retrofit
controllers can be derived under a technical assumption on
measurability of particular signals. The aim of this note is to
reveal the structure of all output-rectifying retrofit controllers
in the general output-feedback case. It is found out that the
existing developments can be generalized based on the notions
of state projection and an inverse system. The result leads to the
conclusion that output-rectifying retrofit controllers can readily
be designed even in the general case.
Index Terms—Distributed design, large-scale systems, network
systems, retrofit control, Youla parameterization.
I. INTRODUCTION
This note addresses distributed design of subcontrollers
constituting a structured controller in a large-scale network
system. The traditional controller design methods, e.g., decen-
tralized and distributed control [1], [2], [3], are built on the
premise that there exists a unique controller designer, while
there are often multiple independent controller designers in
actual network systems. While integrated controller design
by a unique designer is referred to as centralized design,
independent design of subcontrollers by multiple designers is
referred to as distributed design [4]. The primary difficulty
of distributed design is that, from the perspective of a single
controller designer, even if the entire model information is
provided at some time instant, the dynamics possibly varies
depending on other controller designers’ action.
Retrofit control [5], [6], [7] is a promising approach for
distributed design. In its framework, the network system to be
controlled is regarded as an interconnected system composed
of the subsystem of interest and the other unknown subsys-
tems with their interaction called an environment. Retrofit
controllers are defined as the controllers that can internally
stabilize the network system for any possible environment un-
der a certain control performance as far as the network system
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to be controlled, itself, is initially stable. By designing a retrofit
controller as an add-on subcontroller, each subcontroller de-
signer can introduce her own control policy independently of
the others. It has been discovered that all retrofit controllers
can be characterized through the Youla parameterization with
a linear constraint on the Youla parameter [6]. Unfortunately,
because the constrained parameterization is difficult to handle
analytically, retrofit controller synthesis cannot be performed
in a straightforward manner.
To resolve this issue, a particular class of retrofit controllers,
referred to as output-rectifying retrofit controllers, has been
introduced. A systematic design method has been proposed
in [5] where a technical assumption on measurability of signals
that contain adequate information on environment’s behavior is
made for reducing the complexity of arguments. Specifically,
as the most basic case, the situation where the inflowing
interaction signal from the environment is measurable has
been addressed. The proposed approach is further extended to
the state-feedback case [5]. Moreover, it has been found out
in [6] that the proposed structure is also necessary for output-
rectifying retrofit controllers when the interaction is mea-
surable. This finding induces a parameterization with which
the output-rectifying retrofit controller design problem can be
reduced to a standard controller design problem. However, a
parameterization of output-rectifying retrofit controllers in the
general output-feedback case still remains an open problem.
The objective of this note is to provide a systematic design
method by solving the problem theoretically. The difficulty
of the generalization is that all solutions to linear equations
over the ring of real, rational, and stable transfer matrices
are needed to be characterized. The fundamental idea is to
build appropriate bases that span the solution space based
on state projection and an inverse system. It is found out
that an unconstrained parameterization of all output-rectifying
retrofit controllers can be obtained even in the general case.
A preliminary version of this work was presented in the
publication [8], where its analysis is limited only to the state-
feedback case.
This note is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review
the exiting retrofit control framework and pose the problem of
interest. As a preliminary step, we provide a parameterization
of all state-feedback output-rectifying retrofit controllers in
Sec. III. Sec. IV generalizes the obtained result to the output-
feedback case. Sec. V draws the conclusion.
Notation: We denote the set of the real numbers by R, the
set of the n ×m real matrices by Rn×m, the identity matrix
by I , the transpose of a matrix M by MT, a pseudo inverse
of a matrix M by M†, the matrix where matrices Mi for i =
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1, . . . ,m are concatenated vertically by col(Mi)mi=1, the block-
diagonal matrix whose diagonal blocks are composed of Mi
for i = 1, . . . ,m by diag(Mi)mi=1, the set of real and rational
n×m transfer matrices by Rn×m, the set of proper transfer
matrices in Rn×m by RPn×m, and the set of stable transfer
matrices in RPn×m by RHn×m∞ . When the dimensions of the
spaces are clear from the context, the superscripts are omitted.
A transfer matrix K is said to be a stabilizing controller for
G if the feedback system of G and K is internally stable, i.e.,
the four transfer matrices (I −KG)−1K, (I −KG)−1, (I −
GK)G−1, and (I − GK)−1 belong to RH∞ [9, Chap. 5].
The set of all stabilizing controllers in RP for G is denoted
by S(G). Note that if G is stable, the internal stability is
equivalent to stability of (I−KG)−1K, which is often denoted
by Q and referred to as the Youla parameter [9, Chap. 12].
II. BRIEF REVIEW OF RETROFIT CONTROL
In this section, we first review the retrofit control based on
the formulation in [6]. Further, we pose the problems treated
in this paper.
A. Definition of Retrofit Controllers
We consider an interconnected system in Fig. 1 where[
w
y
]
=
[
GwvGwu
Gyv Gyu
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
G
[
v
u
]
(1)
is referred to as a subsystem of interest for retrofit control, and
v = Gw is referred to as its environment. The interconnected
system from u to y is given by
Gpre :=Gyu +GyvG(I −GwvG)−1Gwu,
which we refer to as a preexisting system. In the system repre-
sentation, v, w denote the inflowing and outflowing interaction
signals and u, y denote the control input and the measurement
output. The interconnected system can represent a large-scale
network system, in which there are multiple subcontroller
designers, from a single designer’s viewpoint. In this descrip-
tion, G and G represent the subsystem corresponding to the
designer and the other subsystems with interaction of them,
respectively. For the details of the modeling process for G
and G, see [6]. We describe a state-space representation of
the subsystem of interest (1) as
G :
 x˙= Ax+ Lv +Buw= Γx
y = Cx
(2)
where x is the state of G. It should be noted that, although
an exogenous input and an evaluation output are not consid-
ered because this note focuses just on stability analysis, our
framework can also discuss control performance [6].
The purpose of retrofit control is to build a design method
of the dynamical controller K generating the control input
according to u = Ky only with the model information on the
subsystem of interest G. As a premise for controller design, we
suppose that the preexisting system Gpre without the controller
K is initially stable or has been stabilized by a controller
Fig. 1. The interconnected system composed of the subsystem of interest G
and the environment G.
inside the environment G aside from the controller K as in [6].
Under this assumption, in order to reflect the obscurity of the
model information on G, we introduce the set of admissible
environments as
G := {G ∈ RP : Gpre is internally stable.}.
The role of the controller K is to improve a control perfor-
mance without losing internal stability of the whole network
system. Following the discussion above, we define retrofit
controllers as follows.
Definition 1 The controller K is said to be a retrofit controller
if the resultant control system is internally stable for any
environment G ∈ G.
Retrofit control enables distributed design of subcontrollers
in a network system. By designing a retrofit controller as an
add-on controller, each subcontroller designer can introduce
her own controller independently of the others.
B. Characterization of All Retrofit Controllers
The basic idea of designing a retrofit controller is to preserve
the internal stability of the preexisting system by maintaining
the dynamical relationship between the interaction signals to
be invariant. As a preliminary step, we here pay attention only
to stable subsystems. The following assumption is made.
Assumption 1 The subsystem G is stable, i.e., G ∈ RH∞.
Then the aforementioned idea is mathematically described by
Mwv = Gwv (3)
where Mwv := Gwv + Gwu(I − KGyu)−1KGyv denotes
the closed-loop transfer matrix from v to w in Fig. 2a. The
condition (3) is equivalent to
GwuQGyv = 0 (4)
where Q := (I−KGyu)−1K is the Youla parameter of K for
Gyu. The first existing result claims that this condition (3) or
its alternative (4) are necessary and sufficient conditions for
retrofit control [6].
Proposition 1 Let Assumption 1 hold. Then K is a retrofit
controller if and only if the Youla parameter Q ∈ RH∞
satisfies (4).
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(a) Closed-loop block diagram. (b) Closed-loop block diagram with
the decomposition G = G0 + ∆G.
Fig. 2. Block diagrams of the closed-loop system.
This argument can be extended to the general case where G
is possibly unstable. Consider decomposing the environment
as G = G0 + ∆G where G0 is a certain transfer matrix such
that the feedback system composed of G and G0 is internally
stable. By regarding the subsystem G with G0 as a modified
subsystem of interest and ∆G as its environment, we obtain
a replacement of the condition (3) as M˜wv = G˜wv, where
M˜wv and G˜wv are defined to be the closed-loop and open-
loop transfer matrices from v˜ to w˜ in Fig. 2b, respectively.
Indeed, this condition is necessary and sufficient for retrofit
control with respect to possibly unstable subsystems [6]. As
conducted above, we can systematically transform an unstable
subsystem into a stable one, and hence we let Assumption 1
hold throughout this paper to avoid notational burden.
C. Retrofit Controller Synthesis: Output-Rectifying Retrofit
Controllers
For retrofit controller synthesis, it suffices to find an ap-
propriate Youla parameter Q ∈ RH∞ that satisfies the
constraint (4) under a desired performance criterion. However,
this constraint is difficult to handle analytically. Furthermore,
even if we obtain a solution numerically, the operation inside
the resulting controller is unclear. To design an insightful
retrofit controller, a tractable class of retrofit controllers is
introduced.
Definition 2 The controller K is said to be an output-
rectifying retrofit controller if
QGyv = 0 (5)
where Q ∈ RH∞ denotes the Youla parameter of K for Gyu.
Obviously, if K satisfies these conditions, then K is a retrofit
controller. Although input-rectifying retrofit controllers can be
considered as a dual notion [6], we consider only output-
rectifying retrofit controllers in this paper.
This class is tractable in the sense that an output-rectifying
retrofit controllers can be designed through a standard con-
troller design method when the inflowing interaction signal is
measurable. The fundamental idea is to rectify the input signal
injected into an internal controller Kˆ as
yˆ := y −Gyvv. (6)
Fig. 3. The internal structure of all output-rectifying retrofit controllers where
the internal controller Kˆ is a design parameter given as a stabilizing controller
for Gyu.
In this architecture, the measurement output is rectified to be
yˆ so as to remove the effect of v to y through the rectifier
R := [I −Gyv]. (7)
Indeed, the following proposition holds [5].
Proposition 2 Let Assumption 1 hold. Further, assume that
the inflowing interaction signal v is measurable in addition to
y. Then K is an output-rectifying retrofit controller if there
exists Kˆ ∈ S(Gyu) such that K = KˆR with R in (7).
Proposition 2 implies that an output-rectifying retrofit con-
troller can be designed by imposing the structure depicted by
Fig. 3 into the controller to be designed with a parameter Kˆ
that stabilizes Gyu.
It has been shown in [5] that this procedure can be general-
ized to the state-feedback case based on state projection. We
here suppose that y = x. Let the dimensions of the signals be
specified as x ∈ Rn, v ∈ Rm. Assume that there exist right-
invertible matrices P ∈ R(n−m)×n and P ∈ Rm×n, and their
right-inverses P † and P
†
such that
C1: P †P + P †P = I ,
C2: PL is zero, and PL is nonsingular.
Consider the coordinate transformation x := Px and v := Px,
which leads to[
x˙
v˙
]
=
[
Axx Axv
Avx Avv
] [
x
v
]
+
[
0
PL
]
v +
[
PB
PB
]
u (8)
with y = P †x + P
†
v where
Axx:= PAP
†, Axv:= PAP
†
, Avx:= PAP
†, Avv:= PAP
†
.
It should be emphasized that v and x represent the states of
the partial systems corresponding to the image space of the
interaction matrix L and its complement space, respectively. A
block diagram in terms of the transformed signals is illustrated
by Fig. 4 where Gv(v,u,x) = [Gvv Gvu Gvx], Gxv, and Gxu are
defined as the transfer matrices with respect to the subscript
signals. As shown in this figure, all effects of the original
interaction signal v reach x through v.
The idea of generalization is to utilize the existing structure
to the transformed system by regarding the systems in the
bottom and the top in Fig. 4 as a hypothetical subsystem of
interest and its environment, respectively. Then the rectified
output, given by (6) in the previous one, is described by
yˆ = x−Gxvv = Px−GxvPx,
which specifies the retrofit controller structure as
K = KˆR, R := P −GxvP (9)
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Fig. 4. Block diagram in terms of the systems with transformed signals.
Fig. 5. Block diagram of state-feedback output-rectifying retrofit controllers
with the proposed structure.
with an internal controller Kˆ and the rectifier R. Moreover,
the class of the internal controller Kˆ is given as the stabilizing
controllers for Gxu, whose state-space representation is given
by
Gxu : x˙ = PAP
†x + PBu,
a reduced-order model of Gyu through P . The following
proposition claims that the structured controller is certainly
an output-rectifying retrofit controller [5].
Proposition 3 Let Assumption 1 hold and assume y = x.
Then the controller K is a state-feedback output-rectifying
retrofit controller if there exists Kˆ ∈ S(Gxu) such that (9)
holds.
The block diagram of the structured controller is illustrated by
Fig. 5 (see also Fig. 3).
Since Propositions 2 and 3 simply provide a design proce-
dure, there remains a possibility of an output-rectifying retrofit
controller that does not have the proposed structure. However,
it has been found out that the structure is also necessary
especially in the former case, where the interaction signal is
measurabale. The following proposition holds [6].
Proposition 4 Under the same assumptions as those in Propo-
sition 2, the condition in Proposition 2 is also necessary.
Proposition 4 provides a parameterization of all output-
rectifying retrofit controllers in the particular case.
D. Objective of This Paper
The reviewed existing results on output-rectifying retrofit
controllers are summarized in Fig. 6, where Venn diagrams of
retrofit controllers are described. When the interaction signal
can be measured, a complete parameterization of all output-
rectifying retrofit controllers can be obtained as described in
(i). On the other hand, it is unclear whether the structure
is necessary in the state-feedback case as shown in (ii).
Furthermore, the general case in (iii) has not been investigated
so far. The objective of this paper is to complement the results
by revealing the internal structure of output-rectifying retrofit
controllers. In particular, it is shown that the structure proposed
in the existing work provides a parameterization even in the
general output-feedback case.
III. PARAMETERIZATION OF STATE-FEEDBACK
OUTPUT-RECTIFYING RETROFIT CONTROLLERS
In this section, we consider the state-feedback case as a
preliminary step and prove that the existing result is also
necessary as in the case of measurable interaction. Throughout
this section, the following assumption is made.
Assumption 2 The state of G is measurable, i.e., y = x in (2).
For necessity, an additional requirement for P is made as
C3: PAP † and PAP † are stable.
We first show that there exist matrices P, P †, P , P
†
that satisfy
the conditions. The following lemma holds.
Lemma 1 Let Assumption 1 hold. Then there exist matrices
such that C1, C2, and C3 hold.
Proof: We denote the positive and negative definiteness
of a matrix by the symbol “”. From Assumption 1, there
exists a matrix V  0 such that AV +V AT ≺ 0. Then we see
that it is equivalent to VcAVc + (V −1c AVc)
T ≺ 0 where we
use the Cholesky factorization such that V = VcV Tc . Consider
choosing the parameter matrices as
P = UV −1c , P = UV
−1
c , P
† = VcUT, P
†
= VcU
T
where U and U are some matrices such that the stack of them
is unitary, i.e., UTU + U
T
U = I . It is evident that C1 is
satisfied by this choice. Furthermore, if U is chosen such that
imU
T
= imV −1c L, then C2 is satisfied. Finally, C3 can be
confirmed by the Lyapunov inequality PAPT+(PAP †)T ≺ 0
obtained by multiplying U and UT to the original inequality.
The stability of PAP
†
is proven in a similar manner.
Next, we characterize all solutions to the linear equation (5)
without the condition Q ∈ RH∞. The following lemma holds.
Lemma 2 Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. The Youla param-
eter Q, which is possibly unstable, satisfies (5) if and only if
there exists Kˆ ∈ RP such that K = KˆR.
Proof: Observe that QGyv = 0 is equivalent to KGyv =
0. We seek for all solutions to this equation in RP .
For the sufficiency, we show that RGyv = 0. Since x =
Gxvv +Gxuu, we have
y = P †x + P
†
v = (P †Gxv + P
†
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gyv
v + P †Gxuu. (10)
Since PP
†
= 0 and PP † = 0 from C1, we have RGyv = 0.
Since
Gyv = Gyv(I −GvxGxv)−1Gvv, (11)
it turns out that RGyv = 0.
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Fig. 6. Venn diagrams of retrofit controllers based on the existing results in [5], [6].
For the necessity, consider
S :=
[
R
P
]
, S−1 :=
[
P † Gyv
]
,
each of which is the inverse of the other because
S−1S = P †(P −GxvP ) + (P † + P †Gxv)P
= P †P + P
†
P = I
from C1. Since both of S and S−1 are proper, S is unimodular,
i.e., invertible in the ring of RP . Because S is unimodular, for
any K ∈ RP , there always exists K˜ =
[
Kˆ Kˇ
]
∈ RP such
that K = K˜S = KˆR + KˇP . It suffices to show that Kˇ = 0.
From KGyv = 0 and RGyv = 0, the latter of which has been
proven in the sufficiency part, it turns out that KˇPGyv = 0.
From (11), we have
PGyv = (I −GvxGxv)−1Gvv.
From C2, Gvv is invertible, and hence PGyv is invertible as
well. Therefore, Kˇ = 0, which proves the claim.
Lemma 2 implies that all state-feedback output-rectifying
retrofit controllers have the structure depicted in Fig. 5.
What remains to do is to identify the class of the parameter
Kˆ, which is relevant to the condition Q ∈ RH∞. As a
preparation, we observe that Q = QˆR where
Qˆ := (I − KˆRGyu)−1Kˆ. (12)
Because QˆRP † = Qˆ and QˆRP
†
= QˆGxv, it turns out that
Q ∈ RH∞⇔ QˆR ∈ RH∞
⇔ Qˆ ∈ RH∞ and QˆGxv ∈ RH∞. (13)
This condition can be further simplified as
Q ∈ RH∞ ⇔ Qˆ ∈ RH∞ (14)
from Qˆ ∈ RH∞ ⇒ QˆGxv ∈ RH∞, which holds from the
stability of Gxv guaranteed by C3. Thus it suffices to find Kˆ
with which Qˆ ∈ RH∞. To this end, we provide a compact
representation of RGyu.
Lemma 3 The identity RGyu = Gxu holds.
Proof: From (10) and RGyv = 0, we have Ry =
RP †Gxuu. Since PP † = 0 from C1, RP † = I and hence
the claim holds.
From Lemma 3 and (12), Qˆ can be interpreted as the Youla
parameter of Kˆ for the stable plant Gxu. Thus, the stability
of Gxu implies that
Qˆ ∈ RH∞ ⇔ Kˆ ∈ S(Gxu). (15)
Obviously, Lemma 2 and the relationships (14) and (15) prove
the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then the con-
troller K is a state-feedback output-rectifying retrofit con-
troller if and only if there exists Kˆ ∈ S(Gxu) such that (5)
holds.
In summary, all state-feedback output-rectifying retrofit con-
trollers can be parameterized with the structure in Fig. 5 where
the design parameter Kˆ is given as a stabilizing controller for
a reduced-order model of the original subsystem of interest.
Specific procedures required for design is to find a matrix P
for the coordinate transformation and to choose an internal
controller Kˆ suitable for the control objective.
IV. GENERALIZATION TO OUTPUT-FEEDBACK
OUTPUT-RECTIFYING RETROFIT CONTROLLERS
A. Basic Idea: Inverse System
In this section, we further generalize the result obtained in
the previous section to the output-feedback case. The difficulty
is that, the interaction signal v cannot straightforwardly be
obtained from y while v itself is included in the state x.
The idea to overcome this problem is to reproduce v from
y through an inverse system.
As a preparation, we make the following assumption.
Assumption 3 The transfer matrix Gyv is left-invertible.
This assumption does not reduce generality of our discussion.
Let v ∈ Rm and y ∈ Rp. Assumption 3 is not satisfied only
when Gyv is not full-row rank or m ≥ p. In the former case,
we have only to reduce its null space. If m ≥ p and Gyv is
full-row rank, then (5) has only the trivial solution Q = 0.
Since it suffices to use m independent outputs for reproduc-
ing v, we take y := Πy and y := Πy, the latter of which is
used for making an inverse system with Π ∈ R(p−m)×p and
Π ∈ Rm×p. Define
Gyv := C(P
†Gxv + P
†
),
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of output-feedback output-rectifying retrofit controllers
with the proposed structure.
which represents the transfer matrix from v to y = CP †x +
CP
†
v, and
Gyv := ΠGyv, Gyv := ΠGyv.
Assume that there exist right-invertible matrices Π and Π and
their right inverses Π† and Π
†
such that
C4: Π†Π + Π†Π = I ,
C5: there exists an inverse system of Gyv such that
GyvG
−1
yv is proper.
With those matrices, we replicate the interaction signal v
through vˆ := G−1yv y. Then the rectified output is given by
yˆ = y −Gyvvˆ = Ry, R := Π−GyvG−1yv Π,
which specifies the controller structure as K = KˆR. The block
diagram of the structured controller is illustrated by Fig. 7,
which is a replacement of Figs. 3 and 5. The objective of this
section is to prove that all output-feedback output-rectifying
retrofit controllers are parameterized by the internal controller
Kˆ with the proposed structure.
B. Characterization of Controller Structure
In this subsection, we characterize the structure of all
output-feedback output-rectifying retrofit controllers. We first
show the existence of matrices that satisfy C4 and C5. The
following lemma holds.
Lemma 4 Let Assumptions 1 and 3 hold. Then there exist
matrices such that C4 and C5 hold.
Proof: Let gi denote the ith row vector of Gyv. From
Assumption 3, there exist m row vectors of Gyv that are
linearly independent in the row vector space Rm over the field
R. Denoting the index set of the rows by I ⊂ {1, . . . , p}, we
have
col(gi)i/∈I = Hcol(gi)i∈I
with a possibly improper transfer matrix H ∈ R(p−m)×m.
Let us take Π ∈ Rm×m and Π ∈ R(p−m)×m be the matrices
that extract the m rows and the other rows, respectively. Then
we have H = GyvG−1yv . Thus, it suffices to find m linearly
independent row vectors with which H becomes proper.
We demonstrate the procedure of choosing appropriate m
row vectors through an example for m = 2 and p = 4,
which can easily be generalized to any case. Denote the (i, j)th
component of H by hij for 1 ≤ i ≤ p −m and 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Supposing that g1 and g2 are linearly independent, we have
g3 = h11g1 + h12g2, g4 = h21g1 + h22g2. (16)
Denote the relative degree of hij by rij , which can be a
negative integer. Let us focus on the equation on g3 and take
r1 := min1≤j≤m r1j . We suppose r1 = r11 in this example.
If r1 ≥ 0, we proceed to the next row. If r1 < 0, by dividing
the equation by h11, we have
g1 = h
−1
11 g3 − h−111 h12g2, (17)
where the coefficients are proper. In this case, g2 and g3
are linearly independent because h11 6= 0. Substituting (17)
into (16) yields
g1 = h
′
11g3 + h
′
12g2, g4 = h
′
21g3 + h
′
22g2
where
h′11 := h
−1
11 , h
′
12 := −h−111 h12,
h′21 := h21h
−1
11 , h
′
22 := h12 − h21h−111 h12.
(18)
Similarly, denote the relative degrees of the coefficients by r′ij ,
take r′2 := min1≤j≤m r
′
2j , and suppose r
′
2 = r
′
22. If r
′
2 ≥ 0,
the coefficients in (18) are proper and hence g2 and g3 satisfy
the requirement. If r′2 < 0, we obtain
g1 = h
′′
11g3 + h
′′
12g4, g2 = h
′′
21g3 + h
′′
22g4
through the same procedure, where the coefficients are proper.
Because h′22 6= 0, g3 and g4 are linearly independent. There-
fore, g3 and g4 satisfy the requirement.
Next, we characterize all solutions to the linear equation (5)
without the condition Q ∈ RH∞ for the output-feedback case.
Lemma 5 Let Assumptions 1 and 3 hold. The Youla param-
eter Q, which is possibly unstable, satisfies (5) if and only if
there exists Kˆ ∈ RP such that K = KˆR.
Proof: We seek for all solutions to KGyv = 0. Because
RGyv = Π(I −GyvG−1yv Π)Gyv = 0,
we have RGyv = 0. Because the identity (11) still holds in this
case as well, the sufficiency holds. For the necessity, consider
S :=
[
R
Π
]
, S−1 :=
[
Π† GyvG−1yv
]
.
The unimodularity of the matrix S in RP can be shown from
C4 and C5, and therefore, the necessity can also be proven as
in the proof of Lemma 2.
Lemma 5 implies that all output-feedback output-rectifying
retrofit controllers have the structure depicted in Fig. 7.
C. Identification of Internal Controller Class
We subsequently identify the class of the parameter Kˆ.
From the definition, it is clear that the equivalence
Q ∈ RH∞ ⇔ Qˆ ∈ RH∞ and QˆGyvG−1yv ∈ RH∞ (19)
holds as in (13) where Qˆ is defined in (12). If GyvG−1yv is
stable, as in the state-feedback case, the class of Kˆ is given as
the controllers that stabilize RGyu. However, when GyvG−1yv is
unstable (19) cannot be simplified in a straightforward manner.
For this reason, Qˆ ∈ RH∞ is not sufficient for Q ∈ RH∞ in
general.
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Because it is difficult to further investigate the structure only
by frequency domain analysis, we derive the normal form [10]
of RGyu and GyvG−1yv in the time domain. As a preliminary
step, we introduce the notion of relative degree of multi-input
and multi-output systems.
Definition 3 Consider a strictly proper transfer matrix G ∈
RPm×m with a realization (A,B,C). Then (r1, . . . , rm) is
said to be the relative degree of G if for i = 1, . . . ,m,
ciA
kB = 0, ciA
ri−1B 6= 0, ∀k ≤ ri − 2
and col(ciAri−1B)mi=1 is nonsingular where ci stands for the
ith row vector of C.
For simplicity, we assume CP
†
= 01. Then Gyv has a relative
degree (r1, . . . , rm), where ri ≥ 1 for any i = 1, . . . ,m,
because the nonsingularity in Definition 3 is guaranteed from
Assumption 3. Under this assumption, we consider a coordi-
nate transformation for the state-space representation of Gyv
and Gyv in (8). Take the matrix
T := col(Ti)
m
i=1, Ti := col(eiΠCP
†Aj−1xx )
ri
j=1
with the m-dimensional ith canonical row vector ei. It can
be shown that there exists T such that T and T complete the
coordinates, TAxv = 0, and ΠCP †T
†
= 0 [10]. Consider
the coordinate transformation x 7→ (z, ξ) with ξ := Tx and
z := Tx, we have a particular realization
[
ξ˙
z˙
]
=
[
Aξξ Aξz
Azξ Azz
] [
ξ
z
]
+
[
TAxv
0
]
v +
[
TPB
Bzu
]
u
y = Cyξξ + Cyzz, y = ΠCP
†T †ξ
(20)
with
Aξξ := TAxxT
†, Aξz := TAxxT
†
, Azξ := TAxxT
†,
Azz := TAxxT
†
, Bzu := TPB, Cyξ := ΠCP
†T †,
Cyz := ΠCP
†T
†
.
The realization (20) has an advantage that ξ can be represented
as a simple derivative of y and u. Indeed, from (8) we have
ξ = Dyy −Duu (21)
where the differential operator Dy is defined by
Dy := diag(Di)mi=1, Di := col(dj−1/dtj−1)rij=1,
and Du is defined in a similar manner to be compatible
with (8).
Based on the above preparation, we can obtain compact
representations of RGyu and GyvG−1yv in the time domain.
The following lemma holds.
Lemma 6 The system RGyu : u 7→ yˆ can be represented by
RGyu :
{
φ˙= Azzφ+ (Bzu +Du)u
yˆ= Cyzφ− CyξDuu (22)
1This assumption means that Gyv does not have a feedthrough term. When
this assumption does not hold, it suffices to apply the following discussion to
the strictly proper term by separating Gyv.
and the dynamics of GyvG−1yv : y 7→ yˆ can be represented by
GyvG
−1
yv :
{
ζ˙ = Azzζ +AzξDyy
yˆ = Cyzζ + CyξDyy. (23)
Proof: We first suppose u = 0. Then substituting ξ =
Dyy to (20) yields (23). Next, suppose v = 0. Then
yˆ = −Cyzζ + y − CyξDyy
where z, y, y obey the dynamics (20) and (23). We have
yˆ= Cyz(z − ζ) + Cyξξ − CyξDyy
= Cyz(z − ζ) + Cyξ(Dyy −Duu)− CyξDyy
= Cyz(z − ζ)− CyξDuu
from (21). Define φ := z − ζ, whose dynamics is given by
φ˙ = Azzφ+Azξξ + Pzuu−AzξDy = Azzφ+ (Pzu +Du)u,
which leads to (22).
When Gyv is a minimum phase system, the desired param-
eterization is described by the following theorem.
Theorem 2 Let Assumptions 1 and 3 hold. Assume also that
Gyv is minimum phase, i.e., it contains no unstable zeros.
Then the controller K is an output-feedback output-rectifying
retrofit controller if and only if there exists Kˆ ∈ S(Gyu)
such that K = KˆR where Gyu denotes the frequency domain
representation of (22).
Proof: Because Gyv is minimum phase, Q ∈ RH∞ if and
only if Qˆ ∈ RH∞. Moreover, because R is stable, Qˆ ∈ RH∞
holds if and only if Kˆ ∈ S(Gyu).
Consider the case where Gyv is non-minimum phase. What
should be emphasized in Lemma 6 is that RGyu and GyvG−1yv
share the state matrix, or “A-matrix,” which is given as a
reduced matrix of the original matrix Axx through a projection.
Thus, the following lemma holds.
Lemma 7 Let Assumptions 1 and 3 hold and the controller
be given by K = KˆR. If Kˆ stabilizes (22), then the condition
in (19) holds.
Proof: Assume that Kˆ : yˆ 7→ u stabilizes (22). Then
from Lemma 6, the state matrix of Qˆ and QˆGyvG−1yv with the
representation (22) and (23) becomes stable. Thus, both Qˆ and
QˆGyvG
−1
yv belong to RH∞.
Note that, although the representations (22) and (23) contain
differential operators, the transfer matrices are guaranteed to
be proper from the frequency-domain representations. Note
also that the state matrix can be invariant even if we represent
them without the differential operators.
From Lemmas 5 and 7, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 3 Let Assumptions 1 and 3 hold. The controller
K is an output-feedback output-rectifying retrofit controller
if there exists Kˆ such that K = KˆR and Kˆ is a stabilizing
controller for (22).
In Theorem 3, only a sufficient condition is provided be-
cause the stabilizing condition on Kˆ is slightly stricter than
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Fig. 8. Refined Venn diagrams of retrofit controllers based on the obtained results.
Qˆ ∈ RH∞ and QˆGyvG−1yv ∈ RH∞. When RGyu is unstable,
the condition means stability of the corresponding four transfer
matrices, including Qˆ, which leads to Qˆ ∈ RH∞ and
QˆGyvG
−1
yv ∈ RH∞. The gap is caused by the possible insta-
bility of G−1yv as claimed in the beginning of this subsection.
D. Summary
The obtained results are summarized in Fig. 8. This figure
indicates that the controller structure composed of an internal
controller Kˆ and a rectifier R is necessary and sufficient for
the constraint (5) in any case. The other condition Q ∈ RH∞
is equivalent to the stabilizing capability of Kˆ in most cases,
although the condition becomes only sufficient when Gyv is
non-minimum phase. Finally, the rectifier R can systematically
be constructed from Gyv , and the system stabilized by Kˆ has
a realization as a reduced-order model of Gyu in any case.
V. CONCLUSION
This study has investigated a parameterization of all output-
rectifying retrofit controllers in the general output-feedback
case based on the notions of state projection and an inverse
system. The derived results compliment the existing findings
in the sense that all output-rectifying retrofit controller can be
parameterized with an internal controller and designed through
existing controller synthesis methods. A possible future work
includes developing a numerical synthesis method of general
retrofit controllers, for which recent results on controller
parameterization [11], [12], [13] would be helpful.
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